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Chapter 1: Paths Collide

“Watz up gaiz itz chris from halofollower, heer 2 bring u sum halo e3 newz”

Chris paused and turned off his microphone. He knew what he was doing was

misleading, there was no such thing as Halo. 343i simply had nothing new to announce this year.

His ravenous fanbase, however, thought otherwise; they were too stupid to look at other news

sources. And if he didn’t make this video, how else would he make money? Currently, Halo was

dry with content, and he didn’t know how to play Halo Wars 2 at all.

I’ve survived on making clickbait in the past, nothing’s stopping me now he thought to

himself. Chris sighed as the thought of making even more shitty “content” ate at his already

worn soul.

As if I even have a soul at this point he mused as he turned on the microphone to record a

new wave of shitty “content”.

A high pitch screech rang through the night as Spiteful gave one final effort into an

intense, powerful thrust inside the barrel of his life-sized Nornfang model. He slumped in his

chair and the Legendary REQ fell to the ground, oozing with his juices. He looked up hazily,

smiling at the latest picture one of his many e-girls sent to him.

Life was great for Stuart. He got a new car that he fucked 5 times a day, his channel was

raking in money, and e-girls wouldn’t stop sending him fully clothed pictures of themselves. He

thought about his channel growth, and all of his original content that he made with all of his

legendary skills with the skillful use of Legendary REQ weapons like his trusty Nornfang. It just

couldn’t get any better.



Still, people hated on his success. They’re just jealous he angrily thought, his mood and

originally ecstatic expression souring. Who could possibly hate the completely perfect Spiteful?

His content is so original and amazing, and not repetitious at all. But that damn ricer, Zandril,

catalyzed a movement against him. Thinking about Zanny, he quickly looked up his channel stats

and saw that the brown menace was still growing in popularity at Spiteful’s expense. Compared

to him, Zanny was skyrocketing. Stuart’s fist banged on the table, knocking over his papermache Nornfang model he made in primary school.

That fucker, he’s growing faster than I am he growled to himself, kicking his life-sized

Nornfang across the room. Then, an idea popped into his head.

He works for HaloFollower. Maybe, if I can grab HaloFollower’s audience, I can ruin

his channel…

Spiteful picked up his Nornfang-patterned briefs from the floor and began to type up a

script for Halo E3 news, making sure to give it a shitty clickbaitey title.

Chris’ pasty white fist smashed his desk, leaving a dent where it struck. Earlier that

morning, he woke up, diamond-hard at the thought of all the views and ad revenue he would get

from his shitty “content”. Now, he couldn’t believe what he saw on the monitor he bought with

his pyramid scheme money. 3 views, all from his mom, dog, and friend’s cat’s nephew’s owner’s

adopted grandparent-in-law.

HaloFollower spent all night meticulously copying and pasting bright red circles, arrows,

and question marks onto his thumbnail; it took him an hour to think of the most appropriate and

clickbaitey title. His pride, his joy, his baby was left to die in the wastes of YouTube, totally



unnoticed and ignored. At the thought of this, he screeched in rage, tore off his Master Chief

pajamas, and started thrashing on the floor like a dying fish until he blacked out.

An hour later, he woke up at the sound of his phone going off. It was his “content” slave

sending him a message. Through bloodshot eyes, Chris read the text out loud.

“Spitful is steeling mai veiwz? Wat the fuk is a zpitful?”

Whoever this “Spitful” fellow thinks he is Chris though, he’s gonna get it.

Spiteful slumped behind his car, exhausted from his efforts. Just the other night, he turned

its exhaust pipe into a model of a Nornfang barrel, and has been furiously fucking it ever since.

As he crawled over into his home to lie down on the couch, Spiteful heard one of the most

beautiful and majestic sounds to have graced planet Earth in its billions of years of existence: his

beatboxing. He got a text from someone special. He cursed to himself, realizing that he left his

pants in his car. Stuart quickly got up, brushed the dirt off his scrotum, and jogged back to his car

to retrieve his pants.

As he walked back inside his house, Spiteful read all of the texts he got. They were from

his e-girls, commenting on how wet they were getting from his new video. It was perfect; low

quality “content”, even lower than usual and with little effort, with a shitty, click-inducing title,

along with red circles, arrows, and question marks in the thumbnail. And who could forget his

shoddily cropped Spartan that painfully stuck out from the mysterious, yet Halo-esque

background in the thumbnail? And, to top it all off, the video was just 4 seconds over 10 minutes,

just for the extra ad revenue. Spiteful remembered how painful it was to come up with those

extra 4 seconds just to grab that extra money. He smiled at his dastardly deed, but it quickly

disappeared. His lackluster effort felt undeserved.



What happened? I’m getting all of this love like I deserve for being me, but I feel like

something’s missing…

He shook the thought out his head. This was no time to think negatively, that’s what the

haters were for. His video broke 500k views, it was time to celebrate.

“U got hiz Zkype? Gud, now git me hiz gaymurtak!” Chris flung a steel chair at his

“content” slave, who ducked behind a pyramid of energy drink cans. He was getting tired of all

the delays.

“Y-yes, master! Please, stop!”

HaloFollower growled and he stomped his way back upstairs and locked the metal door

leading to the dungeon behind him as the slave whimpered.

Once I sit him down for a little chat, I’ll have him by the balls for sure, he mused. It

would just be a matter of time before Spiteful would get the righteous fucking he deserves.



Chapter 2: Love at First Spite

Stuart trembled as he reread the e-mail for the fifth time. Chris from HaloFollower

personally sent him his regards, congratulating him on the success of his new video.

I’ve actually done it! he said to himself in disbelief. He expected Chris to send one of his

minions to attack him, but that wasn’t the case. It never occurred to Spiteful that the Halo media

giant would reach out to him like this.

The thought of Chris himself offering him a high position on the HaloFollower team

especially never crossed young Stuart’s mind.

His heart fluttered at the thought of reaching new heights on YouTube and the Halo

community. HaloFollower is the highest standard of quality the community has, and Spiteful was

going to join him. All of the respect that came with the name HaloFollower would suddenly be

bestowed upon him.

If I become a leading member of HaloFollower, the haters will stop attacking me.

Still, something felt off. The only reason why he made his latest video was to steal

HaloFollower’s audience. If Stuart made a video on Halo news at E3, then HaloFollower would

definitely have made a similar video. Spiteful quickly typed in HaloFollower’s name in YouTube

and looked at their most recent video. Stuart’s normally pink face became white as the inside of

his car’s tailpipe as he covered his mouth in shock, nearly knocking his crusty Nornfang socks

off his desk. It was at 4 views with 3 likes and 100 dislikes.

I don’t know what you’re playing at, Chris, but I’ll bite Spiteful thought nervously as he

began typing up his reply.



Chris slowly unstuck his face from a slice of pizza as the vibrating on his chest woke him

up. He spent the entire night drowning his sorrows in food, and he must have fallen asleep while

eating again. He rubbed the cheese out of his eyes and looked at his phone to see Spiteful’s reply.

He grinned at the eager acceptance message. Because his “content” slave couldn’t find the

information he desired, Chris had to do it himself. He stifled a chuckle as he heard the screams

coming from his cellar. The slave was being tortured by Chris’ fanboys, who, as 12 year olds do,

were screeching incoherently.

He leaned back in his chair and closed his eyes. In an hour, he was going to talk face to

face with Spiteful. Revenge was on its way.

The webcam light shone a bright blue as Spiteful answered HaloFollower’s call. He was

ready for any sort of confrontation, but what he was met with was the complete opposite. As

soon as he saw Chris, his heart stopped. He blinked and slightly shook his head in an attempt to

clear it. A strange, new emotion crept into him, not unlike the feeling he gets whenever creeps

into the inboxes of his many e-girls.

Yet, it was different from his normal lust; it was like pure, unadulterated joy. It was just

like the first time he used the Nornfang. Throughout the entire meeting, he just nodded and gave

simple answers. Stuart wasn’t just starstruck, he was in love.

On the other end of the camera, Chris was feeling the same emotions. He’d seen pictures

of Spiteful in the past, but actually speaking to him, face to face, was a whole new experience.

He choked out his words to Stuart, and before he knew it, the call was over. His heart still racing,

Chris closed his laptop and put face in his hands. How could he go through his revenge?



Chapter 3: Plotting

A month has passed since Stuart was recruited by Chris. Both of their subscriber bases

doubled after Spiteful joined, and they couldn’t be any happier. Over the weeks, Spiteful saw less

and less contact with his harem of e-girls, but he didn’t care at all. Every couple of days, he

would be in a call with Chris, and every time he saw him, his mood would improve immensely.

After the success of his E3 Halo video, he decided to stick with its format: videos that were

barely over 10 minutes long, either rambling nonsense interlaced with music or beatboxing, and

shitty, attention grabbing thumbnails. More haters than ever before started to attack him and

claimed that his “content” took a “dive” in “quality”, but he didn’t care.

Firstly, he was still delivering his highly anticipated and highly regarded Warzone

gameplay; who doesn’t love seeing someone spawn in power weapons and destroying people? It

was a testament to his skill and magnetic, charismatic persona, and anyone who thought elsewise

was just a jealous hater. Secondly, he was always talking with Chris. This made it impossible for

any haters to put a damper on his mood. Usually, Spiteful would take a break and complain about

the haters, and even consider quitting everything. Of course, the sympathy and positive words

from everyone would make him decide to stay, it wasn’t like he was crying out for attention at

all. But now, with Chris’ constant attention, Stuart stopped caring about the haters for once.

They never got any attention from girls, they’re all just jealous, he thought smugly as he

began to slip into his Nornfang pajamas. Normally, he would walk outside to kiss his car good

night, but ever since he started speaking to Chris, he stopped. He wasn’t the type to cheat, after

all. Still, they never talked about being in a relationship together. Stuart was slightly concerned

about this. Did Chris share the same feelings? He didn’t know, and this thought kept him awake

all night long as he tightly held his Nornfang body pillow.



At the HaloFollower headquarters, Chris was feeling ready to turn his professional

relationship with Stuart into a personal one. But how would he accomplish this?

Is there any event like E3 where Stuart and I can meet up? His heart fluttered at the

thought of actually meeting up with Spiteful in real life, no longer separated by their computer

screens. There was an event that was going to happen, he realized, an event notable for games

like E3. He remembered marking down gaming events in case there was any new Halo

information that he needed to swoop down on. Chris double checked the dates on his calendar.

Gamescom was on August 22.

Later that night, he called Spiteful to tell him about Gamescom. There was no way Stuart

would have said no; if they got along online perfectly fine, there was no reason they wouldn’t get

along in real life. Plus, Chris needed more employees to cover ground in Gamescom, and

Spiteful was the closest one to Germany.

“I don’t know about Gamescom, I don’t really have the money for it…” said Spiteful

nervously.

“dun wury I got u a tikkit tuu, itz a pazz for every day gamezcum is up.” replied Chris

eagerly. Like the intelligent gentleman he was, he took into consideration the possibility of his

love interest in not being able to afford a ticket.

“Well, I suppose so, but I’ll have to drive back after a day, I’m not sleeping in my car.”

Spiteful was nervous about being around his ex for so long and didn’t want to spend more time

with her than he already had to.

“i got u covered, i booked a hotel ruum for uz.”



“Oh, that sounds great.” Spiteful blinked a couple times when he said this. He couldn’t

believe his ears, did Chris share his feelings for him? This excited him, and brought a large smile

onto his face.

After this, the pair had one of their night long conversations, both of them absolutely

enthralled by the presence of the other. In a little over a month, they would finally meet each

other in real life. Neither could handle the long wait.
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